Exercises for FFL, Fall 2017, sheet 9 - solutions
Return Thursday Nov 30, in class.
Exercise 1. Here we go… again. Formalize in FOL the following English statements. In each
case, declare the type of each signature symbol that you use. Use the strict syntax declared by
the definitions in the lecture notes – not using more or less brackets than demanded by those
strict syntax rules.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

When a glass of water is half full, it is also half empty and vice versa.
Obama is the President of the United States.
Some dogs are stupid.
A dog can't be clever and stupid at the same time, but some humans are.
A knife lies on my breakfast table.
Barber's coffee bar is located at the south corner of the intersection of High Street and
Barber's street.

Exercise 2. Consider the following propositions which express that the binary relation R is an
equivalence relation:
j1: "x Rxx

j2: "x"y (Rxy ® Ryx)

j3: "x"y"z ((Rxy Ù Ryz) ® Rxz)

Show that none of these propositions is entailed by the others by presenting {R}-structures
that are models of two of the propositions, but not of the third.
Exercise 3. Using the rules from the sequent calculus, derive the rule
____________
G ¬(j Ú ¬j) z

(for any G, j, z)

Below I give the first 5 steps of a derivation that finishes after the 8th step. You can use this
beginning. On your solution sheet, please copy the first 5 steps, - makes it easier for the TAs
to parse your solution.
(1) G ¬(j Ú ¬j)
(2) G j
(3) G ¬j
(4) G j
(5) G ¬j
(6) ?
(7) ?
(8) ?

¬(j Ú ¬j)
j
¬j
(j Ú ¬j)
(j Ú ¬j)

(Pre)
(Pre)
(Pre)
(ÚCon,a) on (2)
(ÚCon,b) on (3)

